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CRL Introduces AH11 
 

Extensive Specialty Catalog Features 
Architectural Hardware and ‘All-Glass’ Entrance Systems 

 
 
 

LOS ANGELES -- C.R. Laurence Co. Inc., (CRL), a 
leading global supplier to the glazing, railing, architectural, 
construction, industrial, and automotive industries, is 
introducing a new specialty catalog, the AH11, featuring the 
latest products in CRL’s extensive line of Architectural 
Hardware and ‘All-Glass’ Entrance Systems.   

Lloyd Talbert, President and C.O.O., comments, 
“C.R. Laurence Company continues to offer the glazing 
industry innovative, high quality products, as it has for over 40 
years, but with an expanding emphasis on Architectural 
Hardware and Services.  This 396-page, full-color catalog is 
the most comprehensive architectural hardware specialty 
catalog we have produced.   

Talbert continues, “The AH11 showcases an 
extensive selection of architectural hardware for the construction of beautiful ‘all-glass’ storefronts 
and entrances, beginning with our patented Wedge-Lock™ Door Rails and our impressive line of 
Storefront Hardware.  We’ve added Access Control Hardware, from Panic Handles to Door 
Closers, simplifying the hardware selection process for commercial doors.  We have also featured 
our newest product lines, including TAPER-LOC™, our dry glaze glass railing system that was 
chosen for Glass Magazine’s Crystal Achievement Award for the Most Innovative Commercial 
Hardware Product for 2009, the CRL Stacking Partition System, Laguna Series ‘All-Glass’ Door 
Hardware, Standoffs and Patch Hardware, and our rapidly growing line of Architectural Metals.”   

Many of the products featured are manufactured in CRL’s 270,000 square foot ISO 9001 
Certified manufacturing facility in Los Angeles.  The extensive lines of architectural hardware are 
supported by a highly-trained, in-house Technical Sales Department.   

The AH11 Catalog, as well as other CRL catalogs, can be viewed in “easy-to-flip” pages in 
pdf format at the company’s web site, crlaurence.com.   

C.R. Laurence is a leading supplier to the glazing, railing, architectural, construction, 
industrial, and automotive industries. Offering more than 50,000 different products, the company 
serves the industry from 25 locations throughout North America, Europe, and Australia.  For 
additional information, contact CRL at (800) 421-6144 in the United States and Canada, or (323) 
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588-1281 from outside the United States and Canada, or visit the company’s web site at 
crlaurence.com. 

 


